
How we make 
our models

3D Scanning
Using the latest 3D modelling 
techniques, we laser scan every 
detail of Carroll Shelby’s original 
creation to produce a highly 
detailed computer-generated 
graphic representation.

Moulding
These images capture every single 
component of the car, and are 
then used to create a series of  
over 200 individual moulds from 
which the model parts are formed. 
The moulds are made from solid 
steel, some of which weigh over  
1 tonne, and can measure over 1m3 
(35ft3). Each mould is inspected by 
hand to ensure the resulting parts 
maintain the original detailing 
of the initial laser scan. An alloy 
metal known as ‘zamak’ is used 
for casting to give the desired 
combination of light-weight, 
durability, and fine detailing.

Painting
Once the parts have been  
formed, they are sprayed in the 
precise Super Snake colours – the 
white is Ford code M (Dupont 
no. 4480). The distinctive blue 
stripes are matched to the original 
Dupont 4483. Tiny details are 
finally applied by hand using 
intricate stencils.

Production
Our scanning and design process 
will usually take up to six months. 
After a further four months of 
engineering for each mould, 
the final parts are ready to be 
produced in our state-of-the-art 
factory. All stages of the design 
and production are carefully vetted 
and approved by Shelby American, 
Inc., and our expert team here at 
Agora Models.
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YOUR  MODEL: THE ONE AND ONLY

Liam White

8.4kg (18.5lb)

▶ ▶ Engine and horn sounds
▶ Opening doors, hood and trunk

▶ Special Thunderbolt tyres
▶ Functional steering wheel

▶ Working lights
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Build Instructions
We hope you’re happy with your purchase and 
looking forward to building your model. To get 
started, visit agoramodels.com/downloads  
and download the first set of instructions for  
your model. 

The Agora Guarantee
▶  Premium quality guaranteed. Parts and packaging are quality 

checked at every stage of the process.
▶  Full-model production guaranteed. We will not stop production of 

any model ‘halfway through the series’. We won’t sell you the first part 
unless we are sure we can produce all the parts of the kit.

▶  Build Diary for every model. All models will come with a complete 
online Build Diary with images of every stage of the build.

▶  Despatched within 48 hours. Orders processed and despatched within 
48 hours. If we can’t do so for any reason, we’ll tell you right away.

▶  Officially licensed products. Every model is created with experts to 
maintain the original specification.

▶  Accurate representation. Our models are detailed, scaled 
reproductions of the original model, produced using intricate laser 
scanning and 3D modelling software.

▶  Customer Service with care. We know good customer service is what 
matters to our customers. We give this high priority in our efforts to 
ensure all our customers enjoy the best possible Agora Experience.

▶  Worldwide shipping. Worldwide shipping. No matter where in the 
world you are, we can ship direct to you just choose your country at 
the checkout.

Model is not a toy. Not suitable for children under 14 years due to small parts and 
pointed components. Choking hazard. Made in China.

For other languages, please visit
agoramodels.com/guarantee

The Agora Advantage Club
To extend our promise of unrivalled customer 

care, and to bring extra benefits for you 
to enjoy, we’re offering membership to 

the exclusive Agora Advantage Club. You 
automatically become a Pro level member 

with your first purchase. So, congratulations for 
becoming a member! When you complete your 

first model, you are promoted to AgoraElite.  
When you have completed your second model, 

you achieve AgoraMaster level status.

AgoraPro
Anyone who starts a model from us 

automatically becomes an AgoraPro member 
▶ AgoraPro member status on website forums
▶ Advanced notification about new launches.

AgoraElite
Once you have completed your first model, 

you will become an AgoraElite member
▶ AgoraElite member status on website forums

▶ Advanced notification about new launches
▶ Priority access to limited edition models

▶ Voucher to choose the first pack of any Agora 
model –  free – each time you complete a model

▶ Free personalised licence plate for all future 
Agora Model cars

▶ Discount on accessories 
▶ AgoraElite members card with name, 

account number, plus VIP customer service for 
AgoraElite members only.

AgoraMaster
Once you have completed your second model, 

you will achieve AgoraMaster status!
▶ All AgoraElite benefits plus:

▶ 5% off all purchases
▶ Invitation to special events
▶ Invitation to launch parties

▶ Exclusive gold-plated model name plate
▶ AgoraMaster members card with name, 

account number, plus VIP customer service for 
AgoraMaster members only.

For full terms and conditions, please see our 
website – agoramodels.com/terms
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